ABSTRACT. The asymptotic behaviour of a class, of generalized functions, named regular convolution quotients, has been defined and analysed. Some properties of such asymptotics, which can be useful in applications, have been proved.
(T*w)(h)/c(h) (S'w)(0) for every w D We write" T s c(h).S, h
In thls paper we shall enlarge the definition of S-asymptotics of distributions to the regular convolution quotients having in view the application of this class of generalized functions.
REGULAR CONVOLUTION QUOTIENTS.
By Boehme By fn/U n we shall denote the equivalence class containing the difining sequence ((fn,Un)).A r e g u 1 a r c o n v o 1 u t i o n q u o t i e n t X is an equi- then the regular convolution quotient X (T*Un)/U n which corresponds to has S-asymptotics, as well and X s c(h Now, the proof of Proposition 3 follows directly from Proposition 4.3 in [5] or propositions 9 and 10 in [7] . Proof. We know (see [10] 
